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Basic Handgun Theory was written by NRA Instructors for all Basic Handgun Instructors. It is
the perfect book for classroom learning as well as the novice looking for independent study.
This book assumes the reader has never been exposed to handguns and leads you step by
step. This is also a wonderful refresher for the experienced shooter looking to sharpen their
skills. There is no other book published that is full sized, text book formatted and so easy to
read and understand.Three simple chapters contain reviews at the end of each chapter. To
solidify your knowledge, there is a challenging fifty question final examination at the end.There
are over thirty photographs and illustrations detailing the use, feeding, care, storage and
transportation of semi-automatic handguns and revolvers. Used in conjunction with instructor
lead live fire, this 74 page book meets the stringent requirements of many states concealed
weapons permit applications. This is a great gift for the new shooter as well as the perfect
supplement for Instructors who teach the basics of handguns.
Concealed Carry and Home Defense Fundamentals is a comprehensive guide for anyone
considering owning or carrying a firearm for self defense. The book is a complete guide to
understanding conflict avoidance & situational awareness; handgun & shotgun basics;
shooting fundamentals; the physiology of violent encounters; the legal aspects of using deadly
force (including knowing what to do in the aftermath); and a complete guide on gear, gadgets,
and ongoing training.
You arm yourself so you're hard to kill. Know the law so you're hard to convict. Let's face it, the
world isn't always nice. That's why you take steps to protect yourself and your family. Whether
it be that shotgun in the corner, the sidearm on your hip, or the pepper spray you gave your
daughter, you meet that fundamental responsibility. But if you're like most people, your
preparations still lack a critical element. You still need to know how to survive the critical fight
that looms after any defensive encounter: the legal battle. The Law of Self Defense provides
precisely that critical, missing knowledge. This book includes not just the laws of all fifty states,
but how the courts apply those laws. It's a plain-talk analysis that makes the law easy to
understand for anyone, not just lawyers. Bestselling author, Andrew F. Branca, is not only a
lawyer and internationally recognized legal consultant, but also a life-long member of the gun
community--more than 20 years as an NRA Life Member and Instructor, an IDPA Master-class
competitor, and a 2nd Amendment absolutist. Learn how to make fast, effective decisions and
confidently handle life-and-death situations both tactically and legally. Read This Book And
Learn the Powerful Legal Truth That Can Safe Your Life, Wealth And Personal Freedom
Handgun Fundamentals for the New Shooter is a step-by-step guide for handling and shooting
a handgun. Written by an active Law Enforcement Firearms Instructor, this book provides skills
for the new shooter. The techniques used in this books are also for the seasoned shooter who
is looking to enhance their performance. This book provides photographs of the skills, as well
as many drills that you can perform to master the art of handgun shooting.
The most popular handy to use guide to the particulars of the AR-15 type rifle system. This
handbook covers common info, malfunctions, care and maintenance, and training tips for those
who use this rifle for fun or protections. Written by two Special Forces instructors with decades
of experience with this weapon system. A must have for every range bag!
Master technique, improve accuracy, and achieve competitive excellence. In Rifle: Steps to
Success, Olympic gold medalist, world record holder, and respected coach Launi Meili shares
the training secrets used by the top shooters in the sport. Rifle: Steps to Success covers every
aspect of the sport: Equipment selection and fitting Safe shooting guidelines Proven
techniques for improved accuracy in the prone, standing, kneeling, and sitting positions Mental
and physical training Shooting drills to increase all-around consistency Practice, prematch, and
competitive routines As part of the Steps to Success Series—with more than 1.5 million copies
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sold—Rifle: Steps to Success will help you hit your mark every time. ContentsStep 1. Selecting
and Fitting Equipment Step 2. Shooting Safely and Responsibly Step 3. Getting to Know the
Rifle Step 4. Shooting Positions and Form Step 5. Aiming and Adjusting the Sights Step 6.
Taking the Shot Step 7. Preparing for Competition Step 8. Competing in Matches Step 9.
Practicing for Optimal Performance Step 10. Training Mentally and Physically Step 11.
Continuing in the Sport
A surprising journey from tech support to professional marksman in front of the cameras. Chris
Cheng won the title of “Top Shot,” a $100,000 cash prize, and a professional marksman
contract with the show sponsor, Bass Pro Shops. How did a tech support guy who didn’t shoot
a lot of guns beat out seventeen other competitors—including seasoned military veterans, law
enforcement officers, and pro marksmen—in History Channel’s Top Shot season 4? An
excellent guide for beginning shooters, Cheng focuses on the basics and ammunition of
pistols, rifles, and shotguns, marksmanship fundamentals, and buying a firearm. Other
chapters include: Dry Fire Practice Firearm Accessories Safely Storing Your Firearm Cleaning
and Maintaining Your Guns And much more! Additionally, Cheng covers his approach to
staying calm under pressure, teamwork, sportsmanship, and leadership. These traits
contributed to his coming out on top and staying above the fray. With a foreword written by Top
Shot season 3 champion Dustin Ellermann and an afterword written by the original Top Shot
champion Iain Harrison, Shoot to Win is sure to please shooters of all stripes, but especially
fans of History Channel’s program Top Shot. Skyhorse Publishing is proud to publish a broad
range of books for hunters and firearms enthusiasts. We publish books about shotguns, rifles,
handguns, target shooting, gun collecting, self-defense, archery, ammunition, knives,
gunsmithing, gun repair, and wilderness survival. We publish books on deer hunting, big game
hunting, small game hunting, wing shooting, turkey hunting, deer stands, duck blinds,
bowhunting, wing shooting, hunting dogs, and more. While not every title we publish becomes
a New York Times bestseller or a national bestseller, we are committed to publishing books on
subjects that are sometimes overlooked by other publishers and to authors whose work might
not otherwise find a home.

Originally published in 1928. Detailed and practical information on the subject
treated in a clear and concise manner. The illustrated contents include: Historical
– Military, Target and Pocket Arms – Ammunition – Sights – Positions – Target
Shooting – Revolver practice for the Police – Shooting for Ladies – Clubs and
Ranges – Cleaning and Care – Reloading Ammunition – Selection of Arms –
Target Practice etc. Many of the earliest shooting books, particularly those dating
back to the 1900s and before, are now extremely scarce and increasingly
expensive. Home Farm Books are republishing many of these classic works in
affordable, high quality, modern editions, using the original text and artwork.
A guide to shooting profiles techniques and competitive societies associated with
different types of shooting sports, and also features information on women and
guns, safety, and practicing.
What percentage of carry permit holders attend training beyond the state
minimum? What are the barriers keeping people from attending firearms training
that isn't mandatory? What are realistic standards for minimum defensive
handgun competency? What are the best drills to practice? How can you
compare the difficulty level of one drill to another? Written by two trainers with
decades of experience, this book explores those questions and others related to
defensive pistol training.
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This practical, comprehensive, and thorough Concealed Carry and Handgun
Reference Book will help you take responsibility and prepare for your own Self
Defense and Personal Protection. Col Ben's book is designed for both NEW and
EXPERIENCED shooters and is a must read to help you properly use and handle
your handgun in various situations. It is formally endorsed by two Concealed
Carry organizations and supported by others. The book's 57 Chapters and 245
images, exhibits, and checklists will help you discover many useful tools,
techniques, tactics, and tips for concealed carry, as well as the essentials for self
defense and proper handgun skills. Col Ben calls on his 30-years of Air Force
service and years of handgun and concealed carry teaching experiences to give
you some helpful guides and tips. Selected TOPICS include: A Concealed Carry
Checklist with 12 Key Carry Guidelines 8 Fundamentals of Shooting with Tips for
Trigger Control, Sight Alignment, Grip, Stance, etc. Top 21 Concealed Carry
Handguns with detailed comparisons and rankings The 13 Methods of Carry with
comparisons & helpful photos Overcoming the 7 common carry and new shooter
Mistakes Criteria for selecting your personal Handgun, Holster, and Gun Belt
Legal issues & consideration in the use of Deadly Force Understanding the
Criminal Mindset for Situational Awareness Stand Your Ground, Brandishing,
Warning Shots, & Disparate Force issues The best technique for Racking any
pistol slide Proper Draw from concealed carry with steps and tips Dealing with
the various handgun Malfunctions & Stoppages Suggested practice Drills for
accuracy and speed Attacks by dangerous Dogs; Traveling Safely & Legally on
Airlines with Guns & Ammo, etc. This book has a wealth of useful and
contemporary information for its reasonable price and is an easy-to-read
resource and an excellent Reference manual for your bookshelf. Every truly
responsible gun owner must read this from cover to cover. You will gain new
hands-on insights that just might help save your LIFE."
Having shaped our nation since its birth, guns are an integral part of American
life. As more and more Americans choose to own firearms, it becomes
increasingly important to educate them on proper shooting and handling
techniques. Drawing on the National Rifle Association’s more than two centuries
of shooting experience, as well as the collected knowledge of more than 55,000
certified instructors, The NRA Step-by-Step Guide to Gun Safety offers key—and
life-saving—advice on using, caring for, and storing handguns, rifles, and
shotguns. Packed with essential information and resources, including details on
how propellants burn in cartridges, shooting etiquette on and off the range, and
where to find a certified NRA shooting instructor, The NRA Step-by-Step Guide to
Gun Safety will help reinforce the importance of safe gun-handling habits.
Included is information on: The safest and most effective way to store and
transport pistols, rifles, and shotguns The anatomy of the many kinds of guns
available The proper way to reload any firearm The best way to clean your gun
Proper use of eye and ear protection The correct clothing to wear while hunting
Whether you are an experienced shooter or haven’t shot a round in your life, The
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NRA Step-by-Step Guide to Gun Safety will provide new and enlightening
information that will make you, and your family, safer gun owners. Skyhorse
Publishing is proud to publish a broad range of books for hunters and firearms
enthusiasts. We publish books about shotguns, rifles, handguns, target shooting,
gun collecting, self-defense, archery, ammunition, knives, gunsmithing, gun
repair, and wilderness survival. We publish books on deer hunting, big game
hunting, small game hunting, wing shooting, turkey hunting, deer stands, duck
blinds, bowhunting, wing shooting, hunting dogs, and more. While not every title
we publish becomes a New York Times bestseller or a national bestseller, we are
committed to publishing books on subjects that are sometimes overlooked by
other publishers and to authors whose work might not otherwise find a home.
The growing concern over the number of accidental firearm shootings, especially
those involving children, prompted passage of the initial handgun safety law
which went into effect in 1994. The stated intent of the California Legislature in
enacting the current FSC law is for persons who obtain firearms to have a basic
familiarity with those firearms, including, but not limited to, the safe handling and
storage of those firearms. The statutory authority for this program is contained in
Penal Code sections 26840 and 31610 through 31700. These statutes mandate
DOJ to develop, implement and maintain the FSC Program. Pursuant to Penal
Code section 26840, a firearms dealer cannot deliver a firearm unless the person
receiving the firearm presents a valid FSC, which is obtained by passing a written
test on firearm safety. Prior to taking delivery of a firearm from a licensed
firearms dealer, the purchaser/recipient must also successfully perform a safe
handling demonstration with that firearm..
This is a memoir of a woman's survival of an abusive relationship and its
aftermath. It became a rollercoaster ride of events, emotions and legal battles
that started when she stepped foot over the threshold of his front door that
Saturday morning. His once caring concerned eyes were now dark, empty and
full of hate. Her quiet life turned into a spellbound thriller. She learned that you
have a warrior inside you ready to fight and help you get your life back. Finding
that inner warrior and facing life on life's terms started her journey from heels to
holster.
Nowhere is the gun control debate more heated than in the United States. Gun
control advocates argue for tighter restrictions on purchasing and licensing in the
hopes of reducing incidents of shootings. Gun owners fear that their guns will be
taken away, eliminating their ability to protect their families. Carrying a concealed
handgun is legal in every state, and polls shows that the majority of Americans
support conceal and carry. The viewpoints in this volume attempt to answer
tough questions, such as “Do concealed handguns deter or increase crime?”
and “Do the protections stipulated in the Second Amendment cover today’s gun
owners?”
What is lawful self-defense and when is lethal force justified? While you alone are
personally responsible for yours and your family's safety, these and other
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pertinent questions are often clouded with conflicting information. Author, Isabella
Hunter writes a lucid and unique examination on lawful self-defense and draws
on experience as an advocate for gun safety and public education. "You and
Guns: A Conversation" is an introductory guide for the novice and does not
require owning a firearm. Highlights include perspectives on morality and lethal
confrontation, the fundamentals of firearm safety, helpful considerations for
purchasing a firearm, how to find a certified instructor and what to expect when
taking lessons. Hunter promotes the usefulness and necessity of having a
personal plan of action for life threatening emergencies. Your initiatives and
actions following could help save yours and the lives of others.
Extremely popular and hailed by trainers and officers nationwide as one of the
most realistic all-encompassing firearms guides ever published. Handgun
Combative overflows with the street-proven wisdom and priceless advice of
prominent gun expert Dave Spaulding. Includes insight into weapon, ammo &
holster selection, grip tips for better weapon retention, increasing accuracy,
skillful firearms use in challenging settings, preparing for quick response and
peak performance, and training for weak hand shooting. No officer should be
without this book...period.
"If you have to fight...fight like a cornered cat." --Cover.
Unsung Heroism: A Long, Hard Look at A First-year Writing Class "First-year
writing is the make-or-break course," author Alan Feldman says. "Some students
triumph, but forty per cent of state college students don´t return for a second
year. Why is that?" His new book tells the story of students in one classroom
during their first semester—their struggle, under the guidance of their professor,
Elaine Beilin. "I wanted to look hard and long," Feldman writes, at daily life in
Elaine´s classroom, "like a person trying to see a leaf unfolding." He hoped to
see the way "a better, more just world is being made." But what Feldman found
shocked him, despite his twenty-five years of teaching. "Many kids worked thirty
hours or more to pay for college. Their lives were so disaster prone." In
Feldman´s view, Beilin is a model for what the modern college professor has to
be. "It was a case of ´attention must be paid.´ Millions are waging this struggle.
Thousands of professors like Elaine are helping. I guess this is my poem to this
brave and difficult kind of teaching."
Considering buying a self-defense handgun? Have questions about concealed
carry? Don't know where to turn? It's All Here—in Defensive Handgun Skills!
Written by certified firearms trainer David Fessenden, Defensive Handgun Skills
is a simple, easy-to-follow guide to the techniques involved in carrying and using
a defensive handgun. Written for the beginner, Defensive Handgun Skills
contains a wealth of valuable information, including Handgun Safety Gripping the
Handgun The Combat Stance Loading and Reloading Aiming to Hit And Much
More! For a simple, illustrated approach to learning the essentials of using the
self defense handgun, there's no better volume than Defensive Handgun Skills!
Some Comments from Len’s Students... “I want you to know that in my many
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years of being a student, you easily rank as the best teacher I have ever had.
Your skill and patience has made me infinitely more comfortable with my
weapons and myself. The next class you teach, I'll be there in a heartbeat. I'm
sure you don't have to be reminded of the multitude of people you have touched
and the positive impact you have had on firearms training overall.” Bob Patridge
“Len has taught me to effectively and safely use a handgun and rifle and for that
I will always be grateful. I look forward to the time I spend once or twice a week
under his instruction. Len has created a wide range of firearms training programs
out of virtually nothing and trained a sizeable and competent cadre of firearms
instructors who, like me, greatly respects the man. He is engaged with his
students and always approachable. Students who have shot much longer than
me comment on his great depth of knowledge and ability to improve their
shooting. He clearly loves to teach the material and his enthusiasm is contagious.
He has a great sense of humor and makes his classes a lot of fun. But in spite of
all of this the safety of his students is always his first concern.” Dr. Noel Pillman,
MD “I am a retired police officer and a former police firearms instructor for over
20 years. I have been to numerous firearms training classes over the years but
have not had any instructors more professional, knowledgeable, and dedicated to
what they do then Len Breure.” Maurice Merabella "Len was my first real 'tactical'
instructor a few years ago. He is a thorough, safe, and well versed instructor. His
teaching style is unique in a way that clearly conveys lessons and makes them
easy to understand for experienced shooters and novices alike. Len brings a
wealth of prior "been there, done that" experience to the table that's an asset to
his teaching, and is rarely found in many of the new instructors that have come to
the arena since most states have enacted concealed carry laws. I continue to
train with a variety of tactical instructors, and am always amazed by how much of
the information Len taught me is still the foundation upon which I build." Mike
VanMeeteren "I have been fortunate enough to receive numerous training
courses that were being taught by Len Breure. In my opinion, Len is one of the
best in the business! It is very rewarding to be able to learn from someone who
has the experience and knowledge to take tactical training to the next level." Jim
Bryant I first meet Len while taking my Minnesota Concealed Carry Course in
2005. Since that time I have taken every course that Len teaches. In my opinion
Len is the consummate professional, who teaches with passion and an incredible
degree of knowledge. I would strongly urge anyone interested in personal
protection to take Lens courses. Mike Pingel
Well-managed ranch lands or rangeland in Texas capture the rain that permeates our soils,
sustains creeks and rivers, and replenishes aquifers, which, in turn, water our cities. The
stewardship of the region is the focus of this book—the largest contributing watershed in the
Colorado River Basin—viewed through the lens of its plant communities. This field guide and
management reference to four million acres of rangeland in the Concho River watershed of
west central Texas offers general descriptions of more than 200 plant species, including
information about the plant’s growing period, growth form, livestock and wildlife value, and
special management issues. Accompanying photographs give the reader an idea of not only
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what the plant looks like on the range but also which identifiable features, such as flowers, fruit,
or leaf shape, are most important to that particular plant. In addition, several experts cover the
use of fire and the management of deer, turkey, dove, and other wildlife in this region. A
discussion of noxious, invasive, and toxic plants; historical accounts of the region; four useful
appendixes; a glossary; and a plant list complete the impressive content of this comprehensive
volume.
"Decoding Firearms" is an introductory look into gun safety and firearm use. Are you curious
about firearms? Is learning about or using a firearm something you have been interested in?
Does the thought about gun use intrigue you, but you are intimidated? Are you a member of
the media and wish to better understand how to reference firearms when reporting on them in
news pieces? Are you a new gun owner? Are you an experienced shooter looking to brush up
on gun safety and use? Are you looking to find a guide to help you introduce a new shooter to
the shooting sports? Are you an instructor looking for new material, with a fresh perspective, to
present to your students? If so, "Decoding Firearms" may be for you!Topics covered in this
work include: Gun safety rules, how firearms work, how to operate some common firearm
types, the steps you take when using a firearm, and much much more! This work focuses on
conventional modern firearms that utilize commercially available smokeless powder
ammunition. "Decoding Firearms" has information on the use of pistols, revolvers, rifles, and
shotguns. This is a good first look into the firearms community and world of gun use, presented
in a conversational and didactic manner.While this is an introductory book, "Decoding
Firearms" takes a deeper look into some subjects that often get overlooked, in detail such as:
Proper hearing and eye protection, guarding yourself from lead and chemical exposure, how to
look up if a public range has any OSHA related citations, in addition to material that is
commonly covered in other works."Decoding Firearms" was written to bring the necessary
information, in an easy to follow order, from start to finish. Chapters 1-8 focuses on getting you
through your first shots and reviewing that process, chapters 9-14 further expand on some
subjects in chapter 1, and Chapter 15 discusses The Second Amendment.
"You will either master the pistol or the pistol will master you." To fire perfect shots, you must
train for perfect shots. But whether you want to shoot squirrels, punch holes in paper targets,
or defend your home, there is only one path to achieving consistent accuracy with a handgun:
mastering the fundamentals of marksmanship. Written by a former U.S. Marine Corps firearms
instructor who has taught more than a thousand law enforcement, military, and security
personnel, The Perfect Pistol Shot uses succinct lessons, uncommon exercises, and real-world
stories to provide a fresh look at a vital topic for all gunmen. It includes: The single most
important "trick" to perfecting handgun marksmanship A simple concept for learning how to
shoot a gun twice as fast A series of unique "Prove It" exercises that allow you to test the
concepts offered without the pressure of actual shooting An entertaining chapter on guns, gun
magazines, and gun gurus that will help you make wiser choices about your training Knowing
how to engage targets is valuable for the defensive shooter, but if "engaging" doesn't translate
into "hitting," what's the point? You must have a solid foundation on which to build tactical
skills. Your reward will be conversion from just another hapless shooter into an independent
marksman.
This manual has been written with the Law Enforcement Firearms Instructor in mind. It is an
attempt to save the instructor time by furnishing already prepared outlines that cover most of
the subject currently taught by and to law enforcement personnel. The purpose of the manual
is twofold: First, it can be used by current firearms instructors as a handy reference guide and
also as a way of keeping all of the firearms outlines in one simple format. By preparing the
manual in this fashion, all of an instructor's outlines are easily accessible should an instructor's
class be challenged by the legal system. Secondly, this manual can be used as the text for
firearms instructor initial certification classes. Once the new instructor completes the basic
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certification course, he or she will have a complete set of outlines that can be used for teaching
their classes. The first four outlines in this manual (The Role of the Firearms Instructor, Safety
Responsibilities, Record Keeping, and Discipline) are generally used during instructor
development classes. The rest of the outlines, while also used in instructor development
classes, are also appropriate for basic recruit classes as well as classes that are designed for
in-service personnel. The Appendix contains material that can be used as class handouts or
made into overheads for class presentations. Some of the courses can be used for general
firearms qualification, while others are used for training a specific skill, such as linear and
lateral movement or multiple attackers. The manual has been written to take the pain out of the
"office work" part of being a firearms instructor and to give the instructor more time to teach.
With this book, retired Green Beret Kyle "Panda" Barrington will guide you on your path to
responsible citizenship. You will learn the philosophy behind pistol shooting, shooting
principals, and the proven techniques that support them. Be a responsible citizen and seek
responsible training, and this is a very good start! Take responsibility for your actions.
Responsible citizens should seek responsible training. Your gun and good intentions mean
absolutely nothing without proper training. You are responsible for every round you shoot.
A young black man’s funny and searing quest to learn to shoot, and a fascinating odyssey into
race, guns, and self-protection in America. The most RJ Young knew about guns was that they
could get him killed. Until, recently married to a white woman and in desperate need of a way
to relate to his gun-loving father-in-law, Young does the unimaginable: he accepts Charles’s
gift of a Glock. Despite, or because of, the racial rage and fear he experiences among white
gun owners (“Ain’t you supposed to be shooting a basketball?”), Young determines to get
good, really good, with a gun. Let It Bang is the compelling story of the author’s unexpected
obsession—he eventually becomes an NRA-certified pistol instructor—and of his deep dive into
the heart of America’s gun culture: what he sees as the domino effect of white fear, white
violence, black fear, rinse, repeat. Young’s original reporting on shadow industries like US
Law Shield, which insures and defends people who report having shot someone in selfdefense, and on the newly formed National African American Gun Association, gives powerful
insight into the dynamic. Through indelible profiles, Young brings us up to the current rocketing
rise in gun ownership among black Americans, most notably women. Let It Bang is an original
look at American gun culture from the inside and the other side—and, most movingly, the story
of a young black man’s hard-won nonviolent path to self-protection. “We need more books like
this: personal, emotional meditations on gun ownership…showing us all the ways in which guns
take on meaning for people, and what happens when those meanings collide.”—Pacific
Standard
Praised by experts and students alike for his practical approach to intuitive shooting
techniques, Pincus has brought his program into a skillfully written dialogue featuring sections
including: Working with what the body does naturally, Background and Philosophy of Combat
Focus Shooting, Combat (or Defensive) Accuracy, Combat Focus Range Drills, The Critical
Incident Reload, Volume of Fire, and The Balance of Speed and Precision. Pincus book covers
the content and underlying principles of the revolutionary Combat Focus? Shooting Course in
their entirety.Combat Focus? Shooting is the intuitive shooting program that is designed to
work with what the body and mind do naturally during a dynamic critical incident. This program
helps the shooter to learn the Balance Between Speed & Precision and use either sighted or
unsighted fire as appropriate to get combat-accurate hits efficiently during a lethal force
encounter.Pincus Combat Focus? Shooting program has been incorporated into law
enforcement and military training programs across the country and has been taught to security
and police officers, military special operations personnel and instructors from around the world.
In addition to these armed professionals, hundreds of self-defense students and beginner
shooters are taught how to be safer through more efficient shooting in the Combat Focus?
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courses every year, both at Valhalla Training Center and other locations.

Misinformation about self-defense rights and laws is what has sparked major
debate over the misapplication of lethal force in civilian communities. Bruce
Lawlor identifies the major issues in self-defense cases and the legal approaches
used to resolve them, resulting in less confusion and greater understanding of
what self-defense is.
NRA Guide Basics of Pistol ShootingInstructor's Guide [for] Basic Pistol
MarksmanshipFIREARMS INSTRUCTOR'S MANUALSimplified Course
OutlinesCharles C Thomas Publisher
My purpose and hope in writing this book about Handguns, Concealed Carry,
and Legal Concerns is to impart to you knowledge to save you money. An even
more important goal is to save you potenti al heartache; and most critical, to
encourage you to protect your life and that of your loved ones. "Why and how,"
you ask? First, The Need: The FBI reported, "In 2010 there was a burglary every
15 seconds." One in fi ve women in a recent survey stated they had been a victi
m of sexual assault. When resisting a criminal assault, an armed woman has a
400% better chance of escaping unharmed than an unarmed woman. Question:
What's your plan? Just trust in Blind Luck? The Why: To purchase an
inappropriate hand gun or two can cost hundreds of dollars. To run afoul of the
law- that expense begins in the thousands of dollars. To be unarmed and
unprepared to confront a violent att acker-that cost is incalculable. Remember:
"Lightning and violence have one thing in common-they both strike somewhere."
The How: There is no other single source, one volume book covering handguns,
ammuniti on, holsters, maintenance, safes, safety, legal concerns, and miscreant
misbehavior. This book is an effort to fill that void. If you are not certain that you
need to know more, open the book to page IX and take a quick assessment of
your knowledge. Thank you for giving me a look, and don't forget: "You make
your choice and you take your chances."
The Official NRA Guide to Firearms Assembly: Pistols and Revolvers is a newly
revised edition of the National Rifle Associations classic volume on pistol and
revolver disassembly. With information drawn from the files of the American
Rifleman magazine, re-designed and updated with dozens of new firearms, this
volume contains the detailed instructions and accurate exploded-view diagrams
that provide the information any collector, hunter, or shooting enthusiast needs to
be able to take firearms apart.
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